The power industry is the foundation and pillar industry of the country, and it is also an important industry related to the people's livelihood. After the information construction in recent years, the power plant has built the information system of power information data communication network. The safe and reliable operation of the information system, a direct impact on power production work, information system security has been from a single IT system security into an important part of electricity safety production.
of satellite communications, wireless communications as emergency communications the way. At present the system has basically covered the network, provincial, prefecture-level units, and continue to expand to a level unit.
The application of ordinary communication network in the power grid mainly in rural power network information, distribution network automation and emergency communications, etc., through the rental operator circuit resources to achieve rural power information construction, rental GPRS / CDMA wireless communication resources to solve the distribution monitoring, Customer control, low-voltage collection, etc. with the use of electrical communication problems, rental fiber, circuit resources as a real-time control of the power grid standby channel. However, because the public network communication is mainly for the social users, not for the power industry industrial control and information security to provide the necessary technical services, the current use of network instability, demand and failure to deal with some technical and management issues, The status of power communication network construction, that is, the underlying transmission based on technology, power network multi-level construction, including power plant communication network and regional communication network.
POWER PLANT COMMUNICATION NETWORK NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Power plant communication network using multi-layer architecture, including bearing plane, business network plane, business plane and so on. Business plane mainly includes a variety of voice, data, multimedia and other production and management business. Business network plane, including scheduling data network, integrated data network, scheduling switching network, administrative switching network. The data network mainly carries the non-control data service. The integrated data network mainly carries the production information management business, the dispatch exchange network mainly carries the dispatching telephone service, the administrative exchange network carries the administrative telephone service and the related value-added service.
Technology to build the transmission network, mainly carrying a variety of control services and business networks; scheduling data network is mainly used for carrying the scheduling data services and relay distribution network automation business, integrated data network using fiber directly connected and construction methods, mainly for carrying production management Information services and video conferencing, softswitch and other networks. The administrative switching network is constructed by softswitch technology, which is carried on the integrated data network. The scheduling switching network adopts the program-controlled switching technology construction, which mainly carries the dispatching telephone.
ANALYSIS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF POWER COMMUNICATION BUSINESS
With the increasing scale of power grid, the improvement of power grid complexity, as the power grid support network of power communication network business has diversified, covering a wide range of features, covering transmission, substation, power generation, scheduling and other power grid links. According to the traditional business division, power communication business includes four categories: voice business, data services, video services and multimedia services. Each type of communication services in the power system production and operation of differentSecond, a comprehensive grasp of the status of information under the jurisdiction of enterprises, and according to the standard necessary assignment, and carry out risk assessment on a regular basis.
Third, the full understanding of the importance of the establishment of information security system management department, only a strong management support and cross-sectoral teamwork in order to truly implement the system management. Fourth, we must continue to carry out the system of publicity, so that all employees can really realize that the information security system is a continuous process of recycling, there is no immutable management, there is no immutable technical means. Only in the joint efforts of all staff, so that information security throughout the production and operation of all aspects of the full attention to the above four aspects of the problem, in order to build a good information security system, run well in order to continuously improve the level of enterprise information security management.
CONCLUSION
The smart grid combines the power system with the information communication system to realize the highly integrated integration of the power flow, the information flow and the business flow. The security of power communication network has become an important guarantee for the secure communication information platform of strong smart grid. The traditional characteristics of power communication network performance for the day without interruption, high reliability, special closed, effectively put an end to a large number of external risks. At the same time, data communication network technology is gradually penetrating to the transmission, access, exchange, signaling, support, mobile, billing, management and other networks. However, the data communication network technology for the power communication network to reduce the cost of hardware and software, bringing the development of operation and maintenance services convenience, but also the introduction of additional security risks. Therefore, the construction of power communication network security system architecture to protect the power of data communication network to facilitate the process of avoiding disadvantages, the power communication network risk control within the acceptable range, is necessary.
